Abstract-Effective display and visual analysis of complex 3D data is a challenging task. Occlusions, overlaps, and projective distortions-as frequently caused by typical 3D rendering techniques-can be major obstacles to unambiguous and robust data analysis. Slicing planes are a ubiquitous tool to resolve several of these issues. They act as simple clipping geometry to provide clear cut-away views of the data. We propose to enhance the visualization and analysis process by providing methods for automatic placement of such slicing planes based on local optimization of gradient vector flow. The final obtained slicing planes maximize the total amount of information displayed with respect to a pre-specified importance function. We demonstrate how such automated slicing plane placement is able to support and enrich 3D data visualization and analysis in multiple scenarios, such as volume or surface rendering, and evaluate its performance in several benchmark data sets.
INTRODUCTION
H ISTORICALLY, visualization tools such as ParaView [10] , VisIt [3] , SciRun [20] , and many others provide means for interactive slicing of three-dimensional data. The use of such slicing planes is a traditional, and one of the most immediate ways to display parts of 3D data, while addressing several of the standard perceptual issues that pervade 3D data visualization. These typically include high visual complexity, angular distortion, information loss, ambiguity, occlusion, and general difficulties in the visual quantification of data properties (e.g., sizes and distances) caused by perspective projections.
While slicing planes can be used to provide an occlusionfree, undistorted cut-away view of the data set, the process of slicing plane placement is in practice an experimental and often tedious manual task. This process typically includes rotating the data set, and requires interactive specification of plane orientation and position. Especially changing the plane orientation, i.e., performing the desired rotation in 3D, can be challenging. We aim to provide techniques that support goal-driven and automated slicing plane placement, which can improve slicing-plane based visual data analysis.
In this work we develop methods for the automatic placement of slicing planes that maximize the amount of information displayed across their cut-away region. To quantify the quality of a slicing plane, we evaluate the integral of a given importance function across its surface. We propose a mathematical optimization strategy for the placement of such locally maximal slicing planes. This optimization procedure depends on the overall gradient vector flow across slicing planes and defines equations of motion for slicing planes. With these equations a given slicing plane is moved towards a local maximum with respect to given importance function (see Fig. 1 ). This allows for the improvement of user-specified initial plane configurations. Our results show how locally maximal slicing planes can be used to enhance the data analysis process. In summary, the central contributions of this work to the state-of-the-art (Section 2) are:
Definition of maximality for automatic slicing plane placement (Section 3). Derivation of a mathematical optimization procedure for locally maximal slicing plane extraction (Section 4). Development of algorithmic techniques for practical slicing plane extraction (Section 5). We additionally provide a detailed discussion and analysis of the proposed algorithm in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Scalar-valued volumetric data is typically visualized through volume rendering techniques. The most common form, perspective volume rendering, introduces perspective distortions to avoid ambiguities in depth perception [21] . Other perceptual difficulties may be caused by occlusions, where less important features of the data may conceal crucial regions of the data.
To reduce the impact of these issues on visual data analysis, researchers have developed several techniques to highlight or filter parts of the volumetric data. Such focus and context techniques [9] often directly (and automatically) manipulate transfer functions during visualization (see Viola and Gr€ oller [28] for an overview) or make use of volume clipping [30] to remove parts of the volume. Interactive opacity modulation can help in preserving context around focus regions [16] . Other techniques are inspired by surgical processes and perform direct volume manipulation to provide a better view of internal parts of the volume [4] .
These techniques are particularly useful in medical visualization, where important features can often be readily identified and extracted from the volume. Our work abstracts from the availability of concrete feature definitions and focuses on slicing planes as clipping technique.
Especially in the absence of clear feature definitions, where controlling feature emphasis and focus can become a difficult task, one may instead choose to generate a number of best views of the data by guiding camera placement. In this context, Information Theory is a prime candidate for the evaluation of viewpoint quality and has frequently been used to find the N best views [2] , [19] , [26] amongst sample camera positions on a sphere. These concepts may also be applied to meshes [33] or incorporate gradient values for structure-aware viewpoint selection [25] . Viola et al. [27] , [29] evaluate the importance of data features for the placement of viewpoints and support the analysis process by providing cut-away views to highlight focus regions in the data. It is notable that an information-theoretic evaluation of volumetric data is also useful for more general feature selection. Examples of information-theoretic streamline placement in vector fields are given in work by Tao et al. [24] and Xu et al. [32] . Here, streamline placement has the goal to choose representative features in the data set to reduce clutter while providing an exhaustive visualization of the relevant flow information. The work presented in this paper makes use of an importance field to guide slicing plane placement. In contrast to optimal viewpoint selection on pre-sampled spheres [2] , [26] , our slicing plane placement problem is inherently three-dimensional and is solved with the help of an iterative optimization algorithm. As an alternative to our approach one may consider topological approaches [17] for the placement of cross sections. While such techniques are suitable for the placement of planes along features that correspond to topologically extreme regions, they cannot make guarantees with respect to the amount of relevant information conveyed and work best in topologically simple domains. Automatic slicing has also been explored in the field of illustrative mesh rendering, where Karpenko et al. [13] propose to use mesh symmetry to create exploded views.
There is a class of feature extraction techniques that is immediately related to the methods proposed in this paper. This specific class of feature extraction techniques is based on the minimization of an energy function. Most directly, our work is related to the concept of active contours, also known as snakes, which are a prominent tool for contour and edge detection in two-dimensional [14] or volumetric data [31] . These snakes are deformable geometric curves or surfaces that evolve based on a gradient vector flow to fit to a specific type of features present in the image. Other force-based energy minimization techniques have, for example, been used to extract surfaces [23] or extremal regions (valley and ridge surface) [15] in volumetric data. Such optimization strategies are suitable for feature and geometry extraction whenever one can formulate regions of interest as extrema of an implicit or explicit energy function. Our work does not evolve a deformable surface, but rather moves a rigid, nondeformable slicing plane to a position in the 3D data set, where the importance of the shown data is maximal. This simplifies geometric constraints and avoids the discussion of perceptual issues caused by surface or curve complexity.
MAXIMAL SLICING PLANES FOR VOLUMETRIC DATA
Three-dimensional data, such as a geometric feature representation or a volumetric scalar data set, may contain various general features or spatial regions that are of particular interest during (visual) data analysis. One of the central steps in visualization is to determine the importance of various data properties and locations within the domain V R 3 of such a data set. Once these importance ratings are obtained, visualization techniques are able to map data to optical properties in a way that allows for improved perception of the data. These importance functions are crucial to the slicing plane positioning problem, as detailed in the following.
The Importance Function
An importance function I is a scalar-valued, non-negative function representing the relevance of any given position within the domain V of a given data set with respect to a pre-specified analysis task
(1) Fig. 1 . Left column: A set of isosurfaces (red) extracted from an ensemble of scalar fields and its importance field as derived from inter-field variance. Our automated slicing plane placement algorithm takes an initial slicing plane and iterates to a final plane configuration that locally maximizes the total value of the importance function over the slicing plane. Right: The final configuration showing the sliced importance function, orthogonal view of the slice data with colormap, and the sliced set of isosurfaces. The resulting slicing plane reveals areas with high variance, providing a clear cut-away view at regions relevant for visual analysis.
For common data types, a notion of importance can be readily derived from various continuous scalar feature descriptors. So can the 2 [12] field of volumetric flow data, for example, serve directly as importance field for a range of vortex analysis tasks. Other typical importance functions can be obtained through the computation of statistical quantities, such as local entropy. In general, the specification of an importance measure is task dependent.
In the following, we assume that a given data set can be mapped to a representation in the form of a dense importance function. The availability of this function allows us to define a quality measure for slicing planes.
Slicing Planes
A plane S-a two-dimensional surface with domain R 3 j S -is a slicing-plane for a data set if it divides V into two non-empty half-spaces. Slicing planes are a frequently used tool during the visual analysis of volumetric data due to their conceptual and visual simplicity. A level-set definition of a 3D plane S is given by a normal n 2 R 3 and a position p 2 R 3 as
Additionally, given a fixed plane S n 0 ;p 0 , one may obtain a different plane through the application of two operations: a rotation of the normal n 0 ¼ Rn 0 and a translation p
For notational simplicity we shorten S Rn 0 ;p 0 þd to S R;d if a specific reference plane S ¼ S n 0 ;p 0 is given within its context.
Maximality of Slicing Planes
In the context of this paper, a slicing plane S for a data set with importance function I is maximal, iff
Thus S slices V in a way such that the total importance of the data across the plane is maximal among all possible slicing planes. This notion of maximality is a useful tool to automate slicing plane placement and reduce the need for repeated manual slicing plane adjustment.
Since planes can be fully described by three parameters-the polar and azimuthal angles of the normal vector (encoded in the rotation matrix R in Eq. (3)), and the signed distance to the origin (or d in Eq. (3)) constitute the 3D plane parameter space-finding this extremum is a threedimensional optimization problem in a large space. Note that the associated objective function is neither convex (there can be local maxima), nor is the solution guaranteed to be unique. In the following section we propose an efficient iterative search technique to determine locally maximal slicing planes. Optimization techniques have several advantages over brute-force enumeration-based approaches, including the capability to distinguish local maxima and separate topologically disconnected regions.
LOCAL SLICING PLANE MAXIMIZATION
For mathematical simplicity, we assume that R 3 j S is infinite. Cases with finite domains and boundary treatment are discussed in Section 5.5.2.
We solve the optimization problem in an iterative fashion. Given a slicing plane S, we aim to create a transformed plane S R;d by moving towards a configuration, for which I is (locally) maximal with respect to the plane. This means that if we are able to express the surface integral
in terms of R and d, the optimization technique corresponds to performing a gradient ascent in this parameter space. Through discretization, the integral over S can be approximated as the following sum:
with m uniformly distributed sample points p j 2 S and persample area A. Since we are operating with a constant sampling density, we use a simpler notation without A and lim in the remainder of this paper. We now investigate how this integral changes for small variations in rotation R and translation d. The value of I may be expressed at any point x 2 V in terms of the data given on S, as shown in Fig. 2 . More specifically, using the point p j on S that is closest to x, we can approximate IðxÞ with local gradient rIðp j Þ as
Note that this linear approximation may be replaced by a higher order approximation if reliable higher derivatives can be obtained from the data.
Assuming that x ¼ p j þ a j n lies on a transformed plane, S R;d , the following equation holds:
Together with Eq. (6), we may therefore approximate fðR; dÞ for small rotations R and translations d as This equation assumes that there is a one-to-one correspondence between samples x 2 S R;d and p j 2 S for small rotations and translations.
With this formulation, we are able to compute forward differences with respect to translation for a given plane S D d fðI; 0Þ ¼ fðI; dÞ À fðI; 0Þ
Hereby, we exploit that n Á ðp À p j Þ ¼ 0. The forward difference for rotation by R is then obtained similarly. Note that we remove translational parts from rI by modifying rIðp j Þ ¼ rIðp j Þ À 1 m n P i ðn Á rIðp i ÞÞ to avoid that purely translational components influence plane rotation
These two forward differences provide a linear approximation to changes of f with respect to R and d. Based on these formulas, we can make the following two statements:
A translational motion increases the integral of I across S, if D d fðI; 0Þ > 0. This requirement is fulfilled by any vector d with
with positive constant D t . It is important to note that no such solution to D d fðI; 0Þ > 0 exists if P j ðn Á rIðp j ÞÞ ¼ 0. This is an intuitive result: Translating the slicing plane along the average (projected) gradient direction ensures that the overall change in function value across all plane sample points is positive. A rotational motion increases the integral of I across S, if D R fðI; 0Þ > 0. This requirement is fulfilled by any transformed normal Rn with
Notice that it suffices to choose both signs consistently. No rotation can be found for n 0 :¼ À P j p j Á ðn Á rIðp j ÞÞ ¼ 0, which implies that the sum of angular moments imposed by rIðp j Þ onto the plane is zero. To ensure an ascent along the positive gradient direction according to the solutions given in Eqs. (7) and (8), we construct the next plane S R;d in our iterative optimization scheme using
for given (small) stepsize D t and spherical linear interpolation function SLERP [22] . Fig. 3 shows the effect of our iteration scheme onto slicing plane positioning. At this point it becomes clear that, with linear approximation in Eq. (6), our optimization scheme is related to concepts used in rigid body dynamics. A known observation in the motion of rigid bodies is that under the influence of external forces-the derivatives of potential energy-a rigid body will move (as a combination of translations and rotations) to a configuration, where its total overall potential energy is extremal [8] . Considering I as a potential energy function, our method applies similar transformations.
There are two key differences between both approaches: Translations orthogonal to normal directions and rotations in the plane have no effect on the integral of I over a slicing plane and are therefore not part of the possible transformations performed by our system. The second difference concerns the potential energy function, which in our case corresponds to I and is finite, with potentially discontinuous values at its boundary @V, as discussed in Section 5.5.2. This (force-gradient) relationship to rigid body dynamics changes if higher-order approximations are used in Eq. (6) .
In the following sections we describe a practical implementation of this concept for iterative local slicing plane maximization.
IMPLEMENTATION
The derived formulas for translation and rotation, Equations (9) and (10), are the mathematical basis of an optimization procedure to obtain maximal slicing planes. In the following sections, we start by detailing the main steps of our optimization algorithm as illustrated in Fig. 4 and point out important numerical considerations, where appropriate. Furthermore, we give details about the proposed pre-processing and plane initialization strategies.
Importance Function Design and
Pre-Processing
The definition of an importance function is required for the optimization of slicing planes. In general, the importance of regions in the data set is highly application and data dependent (see Section 6 for examples). However, we can make general statements about how characteristics of I influence the convergence process. Among the function properties that influence the behavior of planes during the optimization process are: The scale of extrema present in I, the amount of noise, the presence of plateaus, and the continuity of gradients. Importance functions with mostly small-scale extrema tend to contain a large number of locally maximal slicing planes. In such fields, initial planes tend to take shorter paths during convergence, because a local maximum is typically within close proximity. While the desired scale of features of I can be controlled during the design process, we implement one optional pre-processing filter to aid convergence of the optimization algorithm in important fields fields with dominant regions with zero gradient (identical importance values). A Gradient Propagation Filter. Our optimization algorithm requires the presence of meaningful gradient directions. In importance functions with large plateaus there can be situations, where an initial slicing plane may not be able to use any non-zero gradient data. For this reason, we create a filter that propagates gradient directions of I through its domain to remove zero-gradient regions. We define such a filter through a two step process: First, we mark all regions in V, where rI 6 ¼ 0 as read-only. Then we propagate gradients throughout the data-set by repeated application of low pass filters (e.g., Gaussian blurring) to all three components of the gradient field rI, until no more zero gradient regions are updated. Gradient propagation is able to enforce repelling and attracting behavior for plateaus without modifying behavior in nonplateau regions.
Initial Plane Placement
As with any non-convex objective function, parameter initialization plays a major role in the extraction of maxima. It governs the speed of convergence as well as the final configuration of the (local) maximum. For maximal slicing plane extraction, there are a number of useful initialization techniques.
Most directly, we allow user interaction to provide initial slicing plane placement. The user may manually move a slicing plane through the data set and initiate the optimization process when desired. Our algorithm then serves the purpose of improving user-defined slicing plane placement.
In data sets where few and large-scale maxima (or a low variance between integral values of different maximal slicing planes) are expected, a random initialization of the slicing plane followed by optimization can produce interesting views of the data.
More advanced initialization schemes require automatic modification or analysis of I and are described in Section 5.6.
Plane Discretization
Our convergence scheme relies on a discretization of S. We discretize the integral in Eq. (5) as a two-dimensional Riemann sum by placing m equally distributed sample locations p j on the plane. Note that during the optimization process the total number of samples located on S and contained within the domain of the data set varies, since the area of the sliced region changes as the plane moves through the data set. Thus, we choose a sampling resolution that ensures that there are no more than m samples located on S at any point in time. This resolution can easily be computed from m by extracting the longest dimension of the data set. A lower bound for the number of samples m (and thus resolution of this discretization) is given by the resolution of the importance function and its features (see also Section 6).
Luckily, we can reduce the impact of the sampling rate on plane behavior by taking anti-aliasing measures. According to the sampling theorem, faithful reconstruction of a signal with frequency f requires at least a sampling rate of 1=2f. Sampling with a lower rate leads to aliasing artifacts, i.e., the given samples are not sufficient to approximate the original signal. The same problem occurs during approximation of the surface integral, if our slicing plane uses a low number of samples in an importance function with highfrequency details. To alleviate this problem, we make use of a common anti-aliasing technique [1] , namely performing a low-pass filtering of the signal I prior to sampling. Given a desired resolution of the sampling (in the form of m), we filter the importance function in a pre-processing step. We apply a convolution of the field with a 3D Gaussian filter, whose kernel width is equal to the spacing between plane samples. For efficiency reasons this is implemented as sequence of three 1D convolutions during the importancefield pre-processing stage. This ensures that samples rIðp j Þ represent gradient directions across larger regions of the data set, as opposed to simple point-sampled values.
Notice that this in general is not equivalent to performing a higher resolution sampling, as discussed in Section 6. In general, a denser set of samples is desired if the importance function contains small frequencies or fine details. 4 . Workflow of our automated slicing plane approach. The first step consists in defining a suitable importance mapping for the data at hand, which is typically combined with a basic pre-processing or filtering step (in blue). As a next step, an initial slicing plane has to be provided to our optimization algorithm. This may be done through user interaction and can be performed multiple times per data set. The optimization algorithm (in red) consists of four main steps, one of which-the sample evaluation-is partly optional, as described in Section 6.
Sample Evaluation
In order to transform the plane according to Equations (9) and (10), we obtain function and gradient values of I at p j . The former data is not required for moving the plane itself, but provides important data to ensure and improve convergence of the optimization technique. We accelerate the gradient evaluation step by pre-computing a gradient field for I during creation of the importance field. Evaluation of the equations of motion is then achieved by access to a static gradient field.
Motion and Convergence
Once we are provided with the discretized gradient data on S, we are able to move the slicing plane according to Equations (9) and (10). This requires the choice of an appropriate optimization step size D t . We choose D t ¼ cw= max j krIðp j Þk, with cw being the average cell size present in the data set. This choice of D t ensures that plane rotation and translation stays bounded by cell sizes and that local changes of I are indeed linear between iterations.
Convergence
If no translation or rotation can produce an increase in f, i.e., there are no solutions to (9) and (10), then S R;d ¼ S and the sequence of slicing planes has converged. In other words: the gradient vectors induce no translation or rotation onto the slicing plane S. Numerically, we assume that the algorithm has reached a converged state if successive plane normals n i and n iþ1 and distances from the origin remain stable: ffðn i ; n i þ 1Þ < a and jjp i Á n i j À jp iþ1 Á n iþ1 jj < -for the results shown in Section 6, we choose numerical s in the order of 1e À 6 for both angular and euclidean distance.
However, such an event may indicate multiple scenarios (see also Fig. 5): 1) Stable configuration. Slicing plane configurations in the immediate vicinity of S converge to S. The resulting slicing plane location represents a local maximum in parameter space. This is the desired state of convergence. 2) Unstable configuration. Small variations of n and p create slicing-planes that diverge from S. The configuration of S is a local minimum. We have found that this situation rarely occurs, unless caused by poor choice of initial slicing plane positioning. 3) Plateau configuration. Gradient vectors along the direction of the plane's normal are zero, e.g., a plane is perfectly aligned with the slope of a "hill". Small variations in plane configuration may not change the value of the integral.
To avoid the situation where our algorithm returns slicing planes in unstable or plateau configurations, we introduce artificial variations into plane configurations after convergence. Consequently, the subsequent iterations will leave the initial plateau or minimum plane configuration. As a consequence, we only accept the resulting slicing plane if our procedure converges to a final configuration three times in a row, indicating a stable solution. Note that there are situations, where additional convergence control is necessary to ensure termination of the convergence process. Section 6 gives examples of such cyclic behaviors.
Convergence in Finite Domains
The fact that we are working on a finite domain V poses challenges to our optimization algorithm: First, it is unclear, how to treat gradients at @V and second, the area of slicing planes changes, as they move through the data set. That means
These facts can lead to situations, where the integral across slicing planes decreases during evolution of our optimization algorithm, because sampling points on S which are expected to contribute to the next integral leave the domain of the data set for S R;d . This can occur in data sets with non-zero importance values at the boundary of the domain. We employ multiple strategies to ameliorate this problem.
1)
Stepsize control. A small stepsize D t reduces fluctuations in integral values. The effect of "incorrect" gradient values at @V is reduced as step sizes are decreased. D t as given earlier in this paper satisfies this condition. 2) Gradient modification. We filter gradient vectors close to @V. The affected gradient values are projected onto the data set boundaries to avoid that plane optimization expects increased importance values outside of the data set. We also provide the option to halt the optimization procedure, if a continuous decrease in overall importance value is detected. These strategies make convergence artifacts due to boundary conditions extremely rare. Note that larger slicing planes may be considered more important than small slicing planes with higher average importance per samplefor this reason, we do not weigh the discretized plane integral by the number of valid sampling points.
Enhancements
In addition to the steps necessary to realize the proposed optimization technique, we implement a selection of optional enhancements that extend the algorithm's capabilities with respect to automated slicing plane placement.
Constrained Motion
There are several scenarios, in which one may want to constrain possible motions of slicing planes during the iteration process. Our approach enables the use of flexible constraints for plane motion. We implement the following examples in our solution: Fixed location. For analysis reasons, one may aim to extract a maximal slicing plane passing through a prespecified fixed feature or data location. Assume, for example, that the desired slicing plane is required to pass through p, the global maximum of I. Using rIðp j Þ ¼ rIðp j Þ À 1 m n P i ðn Á rIðp i ÞÞ, we can evaluate Eq. (8) to create a rotated slicing plane ðR; 0Þ from S n;p . The limit of the sequence of obtained rotations will be a locally maximal slicing plane (w.r.t. rotation) that passes through p. For such constrained motion, we can simplify initial plane specification to selection of a single point p in the data set.
Constrained rotation. The rotational motion of slicing planes can be constrained if multiple complementary slicing planes are to be found. A second slicing plane, for example, may be forced to be locally maximal while staying orthogonal to a given primary slicing plane. Given a primary slicing plane S n 0 ;p 0 , orthogonal maximal slicing planes can be obtained by projecting Rn onto the first plane (n 0 / Rn À n 0 Á ðRn Á n 0 Þ). Note that this projection of Rn does not violate Eq. (8) if we start with n lying in the plane defined by S n 0 ;p 0 ; thus this constrained optimization process converges to a local maximum (w.r.t. translation and orthogonal rotation).
Constrained Motion. Especially in an interactive setting, one may also constrain the maximal motion of the slicing plane based on total rotation, translation, or a combination of the two. This is useful if one aims to obtain an "improved" slicing plane that still remains similar to a manually chosen initial configuration. An immediate example is the use of constrained-motion slicing planes for viewdependent slicing plane placement. If the original slicing plane is aligned with the camera plane, such slicing planes ensure good data visibility from the current view point. Additionally, the option to constrain the total motion of a slicing plane during the optimization process makes it possible to optimize the slicing plane configuration while remaining close to initial user preferences. Enforcing this constraint merely requires the summation of d and accumulation of R throughout the optimization process, stopping the process if total rotation or translation is exceeded.
Exhaustive Search
An enhanced visualization strategy involving slicing planes is to present the user with a selection of important views of the data. For such a visualization, we may, for example, aim towards extracting the top k most important slicing planes in a data set. In the context of this paper, this means that instead of extracting one locally maximal slicing plane, we need to perform a more exhaustive search for planes locations. We utilize two techniques:
Top k maximal planes. We use repeated application of our workflow to perform exhaustive slicing-plane-based visualization of a data set. We start by sampling plane parameter space uniformly and run our optimization technique on each sample plane to obtain local maxima. In a second step, we perform a watershed decomposition of I. We remove all watershed basins from I, that have been covered by one of the obtained slicing planes. This is done by zeroing gradient values in the affected regions, followed by a gradient propagation. The resulting gradient field only contains a subset of the original maxima present in I and provides a basic topological simplification, typically removing large-scale features. We repeat the complete optimization process, until a pre-specified number of k slicing planes has been extracted or I becomes flat.
Note that, alternatively an adaptive sampling of plane parameter space may be suitable to provide starting configurations. Each individual slicing plane traces a path through this plane parameter space, as it moves towards its final configuration. These paths may be used for improved seeding of subsequent sampling positions.
Top k maxima. We also implement a second approach to more exhaustive visualization that ensures that features with maximal importance are captured. Here we employ targeted slicing plane initialization in connection with constrained optimization. For such a constrained optimization as described earlier, we first locate extrema of I through topological analysis [6] . The initial slicing planes are subsequently chosen to pass through the highest k maxima present in the data set and their motion is constrained to rotation around the corresponding locations. In this way, the extracted slicing planes are locally maximal while at the same time slicing the k most important locations in the data set.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section provides an empirical analysis of the proposed optimization algorithm and discusses utility and potential drawbacks. For reasons of conceptual simplicity, we discuss various algorithmic properties by means of artificial 2D data sets before demonstrating results obtained from applying our optimization process to various 3D application scenarios.
Cyclic Behaviors and General Convergence
The formulas derived in this paper can readily be applied to 2D data sets and "slicing lines". We construct artificial 2D data for demonstration purposes.
In our first test scenario we examine an extreme example of cyclic behavior. Gradient fields are per definition rotation-free vector fields. To induce a cyclic rotation, we generate I as IðpÞ ¼ kpkð Fig. 6 shows this rotated sawtooth function with a plateau at the center to allow for more robust gradient computation. Without an appropriate termination criterion, the shown slicing line skips over the local maximum (horizontal line passing through the origin) and continues its rotation infinitely. For this reason, we evaluate the behavior of surface integral values over time and repeat an iteration with halved step size if a rapid drop occurs and is maintained for several iterations. We perform the same step-size control, if we detect small scale oscillations in integral values. This ensures reliable convergence to extrema in proximity of discontinuities.
The data set shown in Fig. 7 consists of a superposition of random Gaussian functions. For this example we sample plane parameter space-azimuthal position (10 degree steps) and distance (50 different lengths)-densely to perform an exhaustive search for maxima. All of these initial planes reliably converged to one of nine maxima. In a second example we construct the importance function by removing importance values in the bottom 40 percent of the data set range, followed by repeated Gaussian blurring with small standard deviations. This produces the shown gradient orientations. Exhaustive search in the filtered data set produces fewer maxima. This illustrates the impact of thresholding and gradient propagation on the plane optimization procedure. It also shows an application of our algorithm to exhaustive visualization of volumetric data through optimal plane extraction.
Application Scenarios
In the following, we present three examples of application scenarios for maximal slicing plane extraction.
Volume Rendering
Volume rendering is a typical visualization technique for 3D scalar fields. Transfer functions take a key role in the volume rendering process by highlighting features present in the data. Generally, such transfer functions are a direct way to visualize important features in the flow. Often, however, important features may occlude each other, or may be hidden behind less significant features. Automated slicing provides a direct way to enrich this visualization process.
Similar to 1D transfer functions, the definition of importance functions for volume renderings can be based directly on the scalar information present in the data set. We demonstrate the application of our algorithm in two typical volume rendering data sets.
Engine. The Engine data set is stored as a uniform grid with 256 3 cells of scalar valued density data. This dataset contains interesting features in the upper density range, which we want to examine more closely in this scenario. We perform the following operations to generate an importance function I: We threshold data set densities to the upper 30 percent of the data set range. Since we are interested in important regions and not specific small-scale features, we perform a 20 voxels Gaussian blur, and use the resulting field as our importance function. Fig. 8 shows the used volume data sets alongside their importance function. We then enable gradient propagation and initiate our optimization technique with user-selected slicing planes configurations.
In Fig. 9 we demonstrate the effects of user input onto slicing plane convergence. The nature of the contained maxima produces several non-global extrema, if initial slicing planes configurations are varied. We conclude that user input is especially useful to guide plane convergence in data sets with several maxima. The presence of several local maxima indicates that exhaustive visualization using automated slicing planes can be a useful tool to provide several complementary 2D views of the data set.
VisMale Head. The VisMale Head data set is stored as a uniform grid with 128 Â 256 Â 256 cells of scalar valued density data. This dataset contains multiple interesting features, some of which, such as the skin, skull, and tooth matter can be readily identified through their density ranges. In our application scenario we define the density range of the tooth/jaw and inner ear region to be of central importance. We perform the same importance function design operations as for the engine data set. This effectively removes everything but the bottom teeth and ear regions of the data set. We then initiate our optimization technique with two randomly initialized slicing planes. Optional gradient propagation is enabled, and the motion of the second slicing plane is constrained to movement orthogonal to the primary plane to provide an orthogonal cutaway. Fig. 10 shows the application of slicing plane optimization to the VisMale data set. Notice how the primary slicing plane aligns with the lower teeth, while the second plane is aligned with the ears, giving a clear view of these primary high-importance regions. In summary, we conclude that density or transfer-function based importance function design is simple. Basic importance functions suitable for our optimization strategy can be obtained by thresholding and low-pass filtering.
Flow Analysis
Flow fields are a data type that is ubiquitous in the visualization community. Several post-processing techniques exist that extract valuable information from such vector fields. Amongst these are vortex criteria that allow the identification of vortical structures present in the data. In this application scenario, we aim at providing a clear look at such vortical features in the data. The flow field data set is a uniform grid of 256 Â 124 Â 124 cells storing velocity data. Since the task is to reveal vortical structures in the data, we extract the scalar-valued 2 [12] field from the data. The importance function is created as the negative 2 field and blurred with a 20 voxel Gaussian filter (see Fig. 11 ). Fig. 12 shows sets of one and two converged slicing planes. In the two-planes scenario, plane two is again constrained to orthogonal motion to provide an orthogonal cut-away view. With the help of automated slicing plane placement, we are able to provide a clear look at inner vortex behavior without tedious manual slicing plane placement. This is especially useful in the exploration of dense vector fields with multiple vortical features, where manual exploration and placement of several slicing planes becomes challenging.
Geometry Analysis
Surfaces emanating from specific fields of geometric modeling or scientific visualization, such as flow surfaces [11] or sets of isosurfaces, can possess significant geometric complexity. A standard way to provide a view of internal structures within such surfaces is to employ transparent rendering techniques, such as depth-peeling [5] . These techniques, however, are limited in the number of layers that can be perceived, and often hinder the perception of relative locations within the surface. In this application scenario we demonstrate the usefulness of automated slicing plane placement to provide clear cut-away views of complex surface geometry. The input data set is a triangular mesh with approximately 1:4 M vertices representing an adaptive stream surface [7] , [11] generated from a complex turbulent vector field. In order to guide slicing planes towards regions with complex surface geometry, we generate the importance function as follows: We splat the set of surface vertices into a 256 Â 124 Â 124 regular grid and again perform a 20 voxel Gaussian blur. This produces an importance function with maxima along the most complex surface structures. Fig. 11 shows the data set along with its importance function. Fig. 10 . A rendering of the sliced VisMale data set. The secondary plane (back) underwent constrained optimization in order to remain orthogonal to the primary slicing plane. Both planes pass through high-density regions of the data set. As shown, cut-aways obtained by slicing may also be enriched with context (skull). The cut-away view gives a clear look at high-importance regions, such as the teeth of the lower jaw. The convergence graphs show convergence behavior of the primary (blue) and secondary (red) planes by plotting the value of the surface integral for every iteration of the algorithm. Both planes used 30 k samples and converged within less than 2;000 iterations with a total time of below 1:5 s. Fig. 11 . Flow field and surface data sets along with their importance functions. The flow field is visualized using hedgehogs for illustration purposes. We again perform plane optimization for sets of one and two slicing planes. Fig. 13 highlights how the resulting slicing planes are able to reveal complex surface folding and multiple layers that were previously hidden. One interesting insight revealed by slicing is the fact, that several layers of the surface are folds rather than cylindrical shapes. This example demonstrates the potential of automated slicing plane placement for the creation of expressive 2D views of complex geometries in the context of 2D illustrations (c.f., [13] ).
The introductory image ( Fig. 1) illustrates another application scenario that is remotely related to geometry visualization. The data set is an ensemble of five scalar valued fields saved as a 256 3 regular grid. From each scalar field, an isosurface was extracted for visualization purposes. In the direct visualization of the five isosurfaces, no quantitative analysis with respect to surface differences can be made. We employ our automated slicing plane placement algorithm to provide a clearer view at relevant surface regions. Our importance field corresponds to the per-voxel variance over the five fields of the ensemble. As is visible in the converged states, the final slicing plane clearly reveals regions with relevant surface behaviors and allows for quantification of surface differences in 2D. The convergence graph (see Fig. 14) for this example is interesting due to traversal of a large part of the domain. Notice that all shown examples use importance functions that are static, i.e., functions that do not change during the optimization process. Given appropriate user interaction, importance functions may also be dynamic or local in nature.
Robustness Analysis
To demonstrate utility and robustness of our optimization technique in 3D data, we make use of artificial data sets. In Fig. 15 we demonstrate the behavior of our optimization technique in an artificial data set (256 3 voxels in a uniform grid), whose importance function is created by overlapping contributions of random Gaussian functions. This allows for easy control over frequencies present in the data set.
To evaluate the robustness of our convergence scheme, we give qualitative results in the form of figures and at the same time provide quantitative measurements of differences between final converged states. For two planes S 1 and S 2 with sample locations p i and q i respectively, we use a two-sided difference metric
Notice that we replace individual min j kp i À q j k and min i kq j À p i k distances with the actual distance between the sample location and the other plane, if it falls below the inter-sampling distance of either plane. This ensures that sampling resolution plays no role in plane comparison, i.e., an identical plane with different sampling resolutions results in a zero difference. We use this form of two-sided sample-based comparison, to limit plane distance comparisons to slicing plane regions within the data set domain. As a result, values of E correspond to visual (geometric) differences of plane cut-away regions.
We perform several convergence tests to evaluate robustness of the proposed optimization algorithm with respect to sampling rate and data set frequencies. Fig. 15 shows final convergence states for an identical initial plane configuration. In all cases, we vary noise levels and gradient sampling density on the planes. At full resolution, sample spacing corresponds to data set voxel size. From our experiments, we conclude that a reduction in the number of sampling points, m, generally reduces computation times (see also Table 1 ), but may lead to measurably different results if the plane sampling frequency falls far below the data set's predominant frequency. Gradient filtering as described in Section 5.3 is crucial to avoid aliasing and maintain valid gradient directions in the case of subsampling. For the noise-free data set, we measured the following surface differences (full equals 200 k samples): EðS full ; S third Þ ¼ 0:0038, EðS full ; S fifth Þ ¼ 0:0022, and EðS full ; S tenth Þ ¼ 0:0031, which stays below the data set cell width of about 0:0039 units. For the large scale noise data errors are: EðS full ; S third Þ ¼ 0:0038, EðS full ; S fifth Þ ¼ 0:0036, and EðS full ; S tenth Þ ¼ 0:006. Note that the large scale noise data set has a large number of local minima and initial plane positioning becomes more relevant than in low frequency data sets.
As can be seen, 30 percent uniform noise at maximal frequency does not change slicing plane behavior, since average gradient vectors remain unchanged. In data-sets with larger frequency noise, i.e., small scale features, we typically notice the presence of multiple local minima and slightly changing convergence behaviors. The one-tenth sampling rate converged to a state with an average plane-distance of 1:5 data set cells when compared to the full resolution plane. The observation that all tested resolutions converge to extremely similar states facilitates the reduction of sampling rates and computing times, as detailed in the next section. Table 1 gives average performance statistics from several thousand runs of our optimization strategy. All computations were performed on the CPU of a mobile 2:2 GHz Intel Core i7 with 8 GB DDR3 main memory. Straightforward parallelization was achieved through the use of OpenMP [18] . Sample values and gradients are evaluated through trilinear interpolation. Note that sample evaluation is only necessary for discontinuity detection and may be omitted in cases of low frequency importance data, reducing overall computation time by about 28 percent. Resolutions of m ¼ 30 k and m ¼ 10 k take approximately 0:5 and 0:3 ms per iteration. Reduction below 10 k samples did not show relevant performance improvements. For medium-sized data (256 3 voxels) 200 k sample points present full sampling resolution-i.e., on average over one sample per voxel. For more complex data formats, such as unstructured grids, or scattered point data, the time spent on sample and gradient evaluation may increase significantly. In such cases, as soon as gradient evaluation exceeds the overhead of initiating GPU operations, a GPU implementation is expected to yield significant performance improvements over CPU-based sampling. Notice that our optimization technique has significant advantages over a direct pre-sampling of 3D plane parameter space followed by the extraction of local maxima. A sufficiently dense sampling of this space would require orders of magnitude more plane evaluations.
Performance Analysis
The memory requirements of the proposed technique are governed by the number of plane samples. In our implementation, every sample stores a 32 bit floating point importance value and an additional three 32bit floating point values for the gradient representation. The size of other data, such as sequences of surface integral values and normals is negligible. In summary, this is a total of about 13 MB of data for the slicing plane algorithm itself. Additional memory requirements resulting from the generation of an importance function and its gradient field are immediately dependent on the data format and resolution requirements and were in total below 300 MB in each of our benchmark data sets. Regarding scalability, we propose to constrain plane exploration by evaluating samples only in user defined selections (subsets of the domain) in large (>1;024 3 voxels ) data sets. This allows constrained plane placement and reduces the number of samples and amount of memory required during the optimization process.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have introduced automatic slicing plane placement as a complementary tool for volume data analysis. The proposed optimization technique provides means to extract locally maximal slicing planes in 3D data and improve userspecified initial plane configurations. Unlike classic volume rendering techniques, automatic slicing plane extraction is not immediately designed for exhaustive visualization of 3D data, but serves as a visual analysis tool that reduces projection, distortion, and occlusion issues and can enhance interactive volume exploration.
We plan to incorporate our optimization strategy into freely available and open-source visualization toolkits. Furthermore, we are examining how vector-valued orientation data can be used to enhance the importance function and improve final slicing plane alignment. He is a faculty computer scientist at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and is a participating guest researcher at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. His areas of interest lie in the fields of visualization, geometric modeling, and computer graphics, where he leads research efforts in multiresolution representations of large-scale data sets, visualization of multidimensional data, applications and visualization algorithms to imaging problems, and simplification of data sets resulting from terascale simulations. He is a member of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the IEEE.
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